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TEENS AND TECHNOLOGY

Lone Cedar CoC 201711.29
Good evening.

It is wonderful to be with you this evening and I am thrilled to

be invited to speak to your wonderful congregation on the topic

of "Teens & Technology," and I'm sure we'll cover everything you

need to know about this subject in just the 40 minutes we have

tonight...

The only other statement that is that wrong is the statement I

told myself when I joined the United States Marine Corps in June

of 2000: "This is the hardest thing you will ever do. At 18

years old, it will all be downhill from here."

Boy was I wrong.

Turns out that parenting is the hardest thing I would do and

continue to do. I have a 6 YO, 3 YO, and 9 month old (all boys)

and I will tell you something you as parents already know: it's

not easy. Parenting is hard. And when you add a layer of

technology on top of it, the job gets even harder.

You may say "We are facing something parents have never had to

face in the history of parenting!" and you would be correct -

sort of. But we've seen these problems before. Kids who need to

learn to responsibly use new tools communication to not only be

better citizens, but better Christians. Kids who hang around the

wrong crowd, the wrong part of town, or look at the wrong things

- you see, we've faced this problem for generations. Even

grandparents can sympathize with those things. The only

difference is that we're not facing those things out there -

we're facing it in the screens in the palms of our children's

hands.

So firstly tonight, I want to say that this is a really a
parenting issue, not a technology issue.
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Before we blame the screens, we need to look first at our

parenting.

Maybe you've fallen into the same trap that countless other

parents have fallen into - you say, "I have a good kid. They

know not to do this bad stuff. I've taught them better than

that."

Do you know what that is? That's the devil speaking lies to us.

That's the devil lulling us into a false sense of security so

that we will be lazy and unprepared - and not active and

relentless like we should.

I know you have good kids. But it's not your kids I'm worried

about. It's the kids who's parents aren't doing their job that

I'm worried about.

So before we blame the technology, we need to know that at its

core, this is really a parenting issue. There will be no

substitute for your good, Godly parenting.

Our kids are out there doing some great and amazing things with

technology. They're solving the world's problems. I'm convinced

that this generation of kids is going to be the brightest yet -

but it will only be because we took the time to educate

ourselves and our children about the dangers out there and help

them grow up to be responsible digital citizens.

So what are up against?

Albert Mohler said this:

"The Digital Age is upon us. In the span of less than three

decades, we have redefined the way humans communicate,

entertain, inform, research, create, and connect – and what

we know now is only a hint of what is to come."

We are up against the ever-changing tide that is technology.
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The first question you have to ask yourselves is "Why?" Why

should you be concerned about this stuff? Why do I need to know

about Facebook and Twitter and Snapchat and text messaging and

all that stuff?

The Biblical answer is Psalm 127.1 -

"Unless the LORD builds the house, those who build it labor

in vain."

I don't think I'm wrong when I say that this is a group that

cares about your children. You try to teach them Biblical

principles, you try to LIVE OUT Biblical principles to be the

example for your children, and sometimes even your spouse.

But unless every brick, every facet of your home is built by the

Lord, then it's all in vain.

Sometimes we look at the internet as an afterthought. We see it

as something that is so big and fast and complex that it's

unmanageable. And we disregard it. We don't know how to manage

it.

This talk as well all of my Active Digital Parenting seminars

are designed for one purpose - to energize you with the tools

and knowledge to be active and relentless in your child's

digital development. To help you be active and relentless with

protecting you children. Because unless the Lord builds the

WHOLE house - unless He has a part in building the ENTIRE home -

then it's not worth building in the first place.

Your child has an online life. But do you know what they are
doing?

Kids that have been born in the last fifteen years (and even a

little beyond that) will NEVER KNOW a world without the

internet, smartphones, or social networks. They will never know

dial-up, America Online, pay phones on the side of the street or
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what it's like to not be constantly connected. A 15-year old has

never known the world without Youtube or Facebook. That's

bananas.

Imagine you took an iPhone back to someone 100 years ago.

Imagine you came back to Florence, AL in 1917 and had a fully-

working iPhone and you were able to show someone what it can do

100 years. They would literally think it was magic. They'd think

they were seeing things.

You'd say, "With this device, I access the wealth of all

human knowledge!" Then they ask, "Well, what do you look at?"

And you say, "I use it to look at cat pictures."

You see, we are literally putting devices like iPhones and iPads

into our children's hands, and they can literally access the

wealth of all human knowledge. They literally have the world

accessed in their hands. So the big question is - do you know

what they're doing? Do you manage it? Are you involved in it?

I've only been a parent for 6 years now. I have a wonderful

little son named Jacob. He zooms on technology. He picks out

things that even a nerd like myself wasn't aware of. So what am

I to do to protect him from all the dangers? What am I going to

do when he's 16?

There's a few things we need to realize as parents before we

move on. When dealing with teens and technology...

1. We can never use the excuse that "We didn't know."

Back in 2008, in my first year of ministry, I simply was not

aware of the implications that taxes had to a minister. I won't

do into too much detail, but taxes for a minister in this

country are different from anyone else. Quarterly payments,

housing allowances, social security issues - my taxes are always

a mess. That's why now I pay a professional a couple of hundred

dollars to do them for me every year. But that wasn't always the

case.
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In 2008, I had about a $4,000 mistake that I had. My excuse was

that "I didn't know." The IRS was not sympathetic.

We cannot use the excuse that "We didn't know." We cannot just

blow off the new thing the kids are watching or doing on the

internet and say "Well I don't know anything about that...I'll

leave that to the kids." This may be the worst thing we as

parents can do.

Your lack of involvement will be to your child's detriment.

Educate yourself.

2. Your child does not yet have the experience and will power to
keep themselves in check on the internet.

We don't trust our children to drive cars until they are 16

because we as a society have made the judgement that you cannot

be responsible or aware enough to handle a car until you are

that age. So why are we giving 10 year olds unprotected and

unlocked iPhones? Why are we allowing our kids to surf the web

on an unprotected browser? Why are we not watching as closely as

we can to help our children mature and grow and use the internet

wisely as a tool?

If you have a child with a device with no parental controls set,

you're asking for trouble.

The thing we need to realize is that we need to be guides. We

need to hold their hands. We restrict every other part of

growing up for our kids - don't touch the stove, don't walk in

there, don't play bad video games - but yet the internet and

these devices to us is sometimes, not in all cases, an

oversight. Its like turning them loose on a giant playground and

never watching what they do and never expecting them to get

hurt. It may just seem like another thing to worry about, but we

must protect our children (and ourselves) from the bad things on

the internet.
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Speaking of bad things. There's a lot more bad on the internet

than good, and the chances of your child (even innocently)

stumbling across something bad are very good.

Some of you may have heard the false statistic going around that

estimated that the internet is 60% pornography. That is

incorrect. As June 2016 there were 985 million estimated

websites on the internet, with only 52,936 dedicated to sex and

pornography. Doing the math, that's more like less than 1

percent. That's not the number we need to be fixated on though -

this is - 1 in 5 searches made on a mobile device are for porn.

The average age of first exposure? 8 years old. Just five years

ago, that age was 11. Why do you think that is? Because of easy

access and screens in our pockets.

90% of children have viewed porn on a device, most while

doing homework.

67% admit to clearing a browser app, or search history to

hide internet usage from parents.

89% of sexual solicitations are made in “private” chat apps

like Messenger or Snapchat.

I'm not trying to scare you here, I'm trying to inform you. This

stuff is out there, and if we don't stay on top of it for our

kids, they will get into trouble. If they don't seek it out,

trouble is bound to find them, and you need safeguards in place

to make sure that you can be active and pro -active in these

situations.

3. There is no such thing as privacy.

Privacy is an illusion. Teens have bought into the fact that if

something is billed as "private" then it truly is. The opposite,

in fact, is true. Nothing is private. This is something we need

to get into the heads of our teens and let them know that

rampant sharing even in "private" can still come back to haunt

you.
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The Bible word for that is discernment. Hebrews 5.14 says, "for

those who have their powers of discernment trained by constant

practice to distinguish good from evil." Doesn't that sound like

a good strategy from the Bible? To instill a constant

understanding in being able to use things like the internet

responsibly? To be constantly talking with our kids about what

is good and evil?

Make no mistake - our kids are doing things that they believe

are truly private on these devices and are anything but. Let me

put it this way: Hebrews 4.13 says, "And no creature is hidden

from his sight, but all are naked and exposed to the eyes of him

to whom we must give an account."

Even if you could hide everything from your parents, your

school, your workplace, and even the government (don't be fooled

- they see everything), you still can't hide these things from

God. Nothing is hidden from his sight, and all will be exposed.

And then the latter half of that verse is especially haunting to

parents - we are going to have to give an account of the things

we did. Every action, everything we type on that tiny little

screen, every time we hit that send button in Snapchat -

everything is going to be called into account for us when our

lives are done.

I'm here to tell you that right now, any one with a computer and
the right tools and knowledge can get any information about you
that they want.

SnapChat. Parents, you need to take a hard look at this app. I

have a problem with any app that deliberately deletes records of

photos and texts that are sent. There is no accountability.

Snapchat has a feature that gets the kids to keep using the app

every day called Streaks. It's a huge deal with teens right now

to keep those streaks alive. Dropping a streak is a major no-no

for most kids and they even sometimes send blank messages to

friends to keep streaks alive.
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That brings up a whole other discussion about letting technology

or the world control our thinking and actions - but you need to

have a serious discussion with your kids about this app. And for

goodness sake, be a parent, not a friend, when it pertains to

certain things like this.

I had a mother come up to me once and say, "Well you just need

to tell my son to take Snapchat off of his phone."

What? Wait, who pays for the phone? Who's house does the child

live in? Who's rules does he or she follow?

You are the parent, and you make the rules. You don't ever need
your kids using an app that you don't understand. If you

question an app, your kids probably don't need to use it.

SnapChat was originally designed as a sexting app. It was meant

to be used to send nude pictures back and forth from accounts.

Even the creators of the app admit this.

But here again, this is where privacy is merely an illusion.

How do you think these photos get passed around on SnapChat, the

supposedly private app? First, your phone or iPod has to

download the app and you must sign up for an account. Right

there, they already have information about you. Second, when you

send a photo to a another person via the app, you're sending it

through a minimum of five different servers. 1) Your phone

service's receiving cellular server or internet service

provider, 2) your ISP or CPP's content servers, 3) SnapChat's

servers, 4) through whatever CPP your friend is using, 5) then

eventually through to their phone or device.

In all this, you don't think someone can intercept this data if

they wanted to?

I equate privacy on the internet to the bucket of feather's

illustration.
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If I take a bucket of feathers outside on a windy day, what's

going to happen? Right, the feathers will go everywhere. Say you

had 100 feathers. On a windy day, how many would you get back?

You see my point. You MIGHT get all of them back, if you act

extremely quickly. Odds are you won't get any of them back.

When we put something out in the web, whether it's a status

update, a tweet on twitter, a photo through a "private" network

like Snapchat, it's OUT THERE. And there's nothing you can do to

get it back.

1. Be informed.

Just by being here today, you have shown an interest and maybe

even acknowledged you lack of information about this topic. As

parents, and even those who are not parents anymore - we want to

empower you to help you do so. We can give you tips, tutorials,

and even some tricks - but you must go home and implement these

tools and cater them to fit your needs.

We've got lots of good info here for you today as well as in

your booklet, but you can do research on your own as well.

There's a well of knowledge on the internet about internet

safety.

2. Be where your children are.

Simply put - if your children are on Facebook, then you should

be on Facebook. If your children are on Twitter, then even if

you don't know what it is, you should be on Twitter. Remember,

saying "I don't know" or "I don't fiddle with that stuff" is not

going to be an excuse when you find out your child has been

doing bad things behind your back.

Remember, you are the parent, you make the rules. If they cannot

abide by them, then they don't get on that particular site. If

they don't want you following or friending them on that
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particular social network, then they don't have the privilege to

use that social network.

You cannot depend on someone like me to watch out for your kids.

You MUST be where they are. You MUST take responsibility for

this entire life they are living online through websites, social

networks, and apps.

3. Be involved.

When was the last time you talked to your son or daughter about

drugs, alcohol, or sex. If you're a good parent, those awkward

conversations probably happen pretty often. But when was the

last time you talked to them about being safe on the web? What

videos they're watching on YouTube? What apps they're

downloading and how they're using them?

The good news is that all of that is manageable. All these

things are completely manageable if you stay on top of it.

Technology moves at the speed of light, and it is a constant

battle to stay one step ahead and manage your kids lives online.

But you have to be INVOLVED.

TIPS TO GET STARTED

When you go home today, make a list of devices that access the
internet. Think about all of them. Your son's iPod Touch, your
daughter's Kindle Fire, your own mobile phones and your laptop

in the living room. Are you even aware of what devices are in

your own home?

Set limits. You need to be able to control that device in their
hands and make it sing if you want it to. There are any number

of devices and services to help you monitor and/or limit your

child's exposure and time on their devices.

4Parents.com

Curbi app

OpenDNS
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Circle by Disney

Xfinity XFi app

Take up all devices at bedtime. This will not be popular. You
children should not be texting their friends at 2 in the

morning, nor should they be watching YouTube videos to go to

sleep. Does your child use the phone or iPod as an alarm? That's

what alarm clocks were made for. Keep the phone by your bedside

to insure they don't come grab it too, because they will.

Look for previous evidence. There's something called a browser
history in your internet browser. If you suspect (and even if

you don't) that your child has been looking at things they

shouldn't, go check the internet history. If the internet

history is blank pretty often, odds are your child has visited a

site and erased the internet history. Never underestimate how

smart your child can be.

Have a plan. You plan everything else out - so why not have a
strategy that your kids can buy into with you for responsible

device usage? If you don't have a plan, you don't have goals.

And if you don't have goals, you don't know what you're striving

for.

The goal is this: that you, when your child turns 18 years old

and/or goes off to college, that you have molded a "spiritually

and digitally self-reliant" young person. A person that isn't

going to get to college and make decisions with technology that

will affect their life in a negative way. They're also going to

have a faith that isn't yours. They're going to be able to

discern between good and evil and make positive decisions for

their life.

Last but certainly not least, look for ways to glorify God with

technology. Your kids need to see you being positive on social

media and being a good example.
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I often wonder - what would Paul have done with Facebook? What

would the apostles have done with a tool like Instagram? And

what would Jesus have tweeted?

Imagine: Jesus changed the world with 12 ordinary guys with

almost no education, no Instagram, Snapchat, or Facebook. They

didn't have the postal service. But in Acts 17.6 people said

that they had "turned the world upside down."

How could you turn the world upside down for God with your 700

Facebook friends, 300 Instagram followers, and 80 close friends

on Snapchat?

Tonight, I hope you as parents have been energized to get out

there and get to work. Remember, God picked you and you alone to

parent your child. You know exactly what's best for them. We've

just hit the tip of the iceberg tonight - now it is your turn to

go home and do the work to protect your children and start

making them digitally and spiritually self-reliant Christians.

Maybe tonight you need to repent of sins in your life. Maybe you

haven't been the best parent you need to be. Maybe you need to

ask for the prayers of the church. Maybe you need to baptized

tonight to begin your journey with Jesus, to say that "I believe

Jesus is the Son of God and that he died for my sins." You can

do that tonight. We stand ready to assist you, if you come

forward while we stand and sing.


